1. Introduction. The method of relaxation or the method of successive displacements has been used extensively to solve linear problems [l] . In particular this method has been applied to the solution of linear elliptic equations and has been especially successful with the use of automatic digital computers.
Analogous methods have been used in practice, with apparent success, on nonlinear problems as well. For the most part, these have not been justified mathematically and this work is an attempt to fill this gap. In particular it is shown that the relaxation methods yield solutions to problems arising from the minimization of certain convex functions. In practice, these functions are obtained by approximating multiple integrals in a calculus of variations problem.
It is shown that an approximate Plateau problem may be solved by a successive displacements method, or a method analogous to Liebmann's method.
We at the same time obtain an extension of a free steering theorem for positive definite symmetric matrices given as Theorem 4 of [3] , and results of Ostrowski [2] . 2 . Definitions. Let En denote Euclidean »-space and let m be a column vector in E". Let G(u) be a real valued, twice continuously differentiable function defined on a convex domain K in En. For each uEK we define the matrix A = A (u) = (fl,y) by a<i = «<y(«) = d2G/dUiduj = Gu<My, », j * 1, 2, • • • , ».
We assume further that for all uEK 
from the mean value theorem. (The superscript T denotes transpose.) It then follows from condition (a), as is well known, that G(u) is strictly convex. That is if u, v(E:K and 0<a<l then
with equality if and only if u = v.
We seek solutions to the equation (2.3) r(u) = 0 or stationary points for G(u). From (2.1) and condition (a) it follows that the solution is unique and yields a global minimum for G(u). For if u and v are distinct solutions then
and by the same token G(v)>G(u).
We proceed now to give a constructive existence theorem for solutions of (2.3). The process defined here may be regarded as an extension of the method of successive displacements as used for linear problems. We continue to call the above process by this name or briefly, a relaxation process. 3 . Convergence of the sequence. We now prove the following: Theorem 3.1. Let G(u) be a C2 function in K satisfying (a) and (b), and assume that a solvent set D exists which is bounded. Then (2.3) has a unique solution u* and the sequence {up} of the relaxation process converges to u*.
Proof. The uniqueness has already been shown above. We assume now that x is a limit point of the sequence {up} such that r(x)^0. We note from (2.1) that
It follows from condition (b) that G(up) converges monotonically to some number Gx -G(x). Let U be a neighborhood of x given by
where the distance is Euclidean. We choose an integer N sufficiently large that for all ¿>>7V
Then for all ¿>> N we get from (3.1), (3.3) and (3.5) that This implies that uv+^7¿uv and that
which contradicts (3.6).
We may therefore assume that for all m"£í/, such that p>N, rtj)(x) = 0 and (up^-w)Tr(x)=0.
Let Kx be the set of »£ÍC such that G(u) ¿G(x) and let T" be the bound-
Denote by E+(T) and E~(T) the open half spaces defined by T where E~(T) is the set (u-x)Tr(x) <0, and E~(T) contains Ka.
The latter follows from the convexity of KK and (2.1). This also implies that T has only the point x in common with TK.
Let TT be a hyperplane parallel to F such that TT QE~(T) and is a distance t>0 from T. Let Cr = E+(TT) n #.
then it follows from the strict convexity of G(u) that, for sufficiently small t, Cr is bounded. Let to be so chosen and let /ibea positive constant such that wTA (u)ŵ pwTw for all m£CT0 and all w££n. If 0<t<t0 then for w£Cr, O^G(w)
This implies that for a sufficiently small neighborhood U of x, satisfying (3.4), CTlCU, for some ti>0. Let 7\ = Tu and let S=E~(Ti)VJU.
Since ^DiCoo, we may assume that all but a finite number of the up are in S. Let u*£E+(Ti)r\U then W+^S and («"«-«»■)r»'(*) = 0. Thus Mp+1££+(ri) and therefore wp+1£t/. Thus all but a finite number of up are in £7. If, say, n(x) j^O then ip= 1 for at most a finite number of values of p. This contradicts the hypothesis and thus r(x) = 0. Since the solution is unique the sequence converges, and the proof is complete.
4. Converse. A partial converse to Theorem 3.1 can be obtained in the following sense:
Theorem 4.1. Let G(u)EC2, assume that A(u) is nonsingular, and ai{(u) >0 for uEK, iEZ. Let K be an open solvent set such that for every u°EK the resulting relaxation process converges to the same solution u* of (2.3) and u*EK. Then A(u*) is positive definite.
Proof. Let wTA(u*)w<0 for some w^O, then this is still true in some neighborhood N: \u -u*\ <5. We may assume without loss that \w\ <5 and let m° = w + u*. To show that K is a solvent set we let u°EK and let, for any i, u'EK such that uk =m», k?*i. We seek to show that there exists a solution to r<(w') = 0 as an equation in u¡.
Since au(u) 2ïX for all u, it follows from r,(w') -ri(u ) = a«(v)(Ui -Mi), vE (u°, u') that for M<>M?-f |r<(ti0)|/X. r,(w')>0 while r{(u') <0 for Ui<u°t-\ri(u°)\ /X.
Thus ri(u') has a zero in K.
To show that Ko is bounded we note from (2.1) that for wE(u, v"), 0 è G(u) -G(v») = (u -v°)Tr(v°) + (u -v°)TA(w)(u -v<>)/2 or that \u-v°\ S2|r(i»°)|A-6. Approximate relaxation. In the previously defined relaxation process it was assumed only that the equation (2.4) had a solution. In practice one would like to have a process which is more constructive. The natural approach would be to take several steps in Newton's method to find an approximation to the root. Since in the linear case only one such step is taken we consider this possibility first.
Assume that K = EH and that, for G(u) satisfying the (a), (b) conditions of §2, the set K0= {u\ G(u) ^G(u")} is bounded, for some »°£.K\ Let a, = min au(u), i £ Z, and assume that there exist positive constants ßi such that au(u) g/?,-for all uEK.
Given a sequence of indices \ip} which exhaust Z infinitely often, and a sequence of numbers {up}, p -0, 1, 2, • • • , then for a given w° we define an approximate relaxation process by 
Thus it follows that the G(mp) are again monotone non-increasing, all the uv are in K0 and that r¿"(ttp)-»0. The remainder of the proof follows in the same manner as for Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3. A converse similar to Theorem 4.1 can be formulated for the approximate relaxation process providing ait ß{ exist and 0gcopg270. In fact Theorem 4.1 can be formulated for all processes {up} which begin in an open set and yield non-increasing sequences {G(u")}.
7. Application to elliptic equations. We now consider an application of the preceding theorems to the problem of solving certain nonlinear difference equations. In particular we consider those equations which arise from minimizing problems which are discretizations of variational problems. (Cf. Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [4] ; and L. Bers [5] . For each such node P¿ we associate the pair of numbers pi = (un -Ui)/h, qi = (un -Ui)/h. Let b(P) be a given function defined on the boundary nodes and let u(P) = b(P) for PEÙh. Let u = (ui, Ui, • • • , un)T and (7.1) G(u) = h2YlF(Pk,pk,qk).
k=i It follows readily from (*) that G(u) is strictly convex. We however will prove the following stronger result for the matrix A(u) as defined in §2: Theorem 7.1. The matrix A(u) is positive definite for all u.
Proof. Let w be any nonzero vector in En; then we show that wTA(u)w>0. Let FM = h2F(Pk,pk,qk), let 4 = (fltj ) = I-I and set Fa = w ^4 w then w ^4w = ? . Vk.
XdUidUj f k=i
We note first that a[f = 0 except for a principal submatrix of order at most, three arising from the three variables uk, un, uki. For notational convenience we drop the k and write these variables as m0, «i, «2. If Pk, P*i, PkiE&h then this submatrix has the form (7 We note first that every principal subdeterminant of (pm, of order not greater than two, is positive. That the <p^>0 follows readily from (*) and the fact that the sum of the elements of a positive definite matrix is positive. Every principal subdeterminant of order two has the value A = det <£ and is therefore also positive. Since the row sums of <bm are zero, cbm has rank two and is therefore positive semidefinite.
If at least one, but not all, of the Pk, Pki, Pm is in Qh then <p(Ä:) is, by the above argument, positive definite. Thus in all cases V*S;0, and if for some w^O, wTA(u)w = 0 then Vk = 0 for k = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , N.
Let Pk be any point in 0* and suppose that Pki or Pk2 is in Qh. Then, since <b(k) is positive definite, wk = 0. Now let Pk, Pki, P*2 all belong to fiA. Then (p(k) ¡s given by (7.2) and may be factored uniquely, by the LDU theorem, into the form tt) >oo 0 0" 0 A 0 <s> (*) - If we use the same local indices with the wk as with the uk, associate Wo, wi, w2 with the points Pk, Pki, Pk2 and set w=(w0, w\, w2)T, Uw=v, ü=(üo, »i, v2)T then vTDv = 0. This yields »0 = 01 = 0 and therefore w2 = v2, wi--c2iw2, wo= -cioWi -CioW2. That is w0 = 0 if w2 = t). We may then proceed to the triple of points with vertex at Pk2. If we set P¡ = Pki and if Pji or Pj2E:Ùh then Wj = w2 = Q. If not we may repeat the above argument until we arrive at such a point and the theorem is proved. we get that for any u°EE", K0 is bounded.
Since, by an argument similar to that given above, En is solvent, Remark 1 applies, and any initial guess w° may be used to start the iteration.
Since, for any iEZ, Ui enters in at most three terms of the sum (7. are satisfied with ßi = 4. It follows from (8.4) that if w° is any guess then a{i(u) ^4Ä6/G(M0)3 = a,-and 70 may be chosen to be h6/G(u0)3. Thus we find that approximate relaxation can be used to solve an approximate Plateau problem.
9. Uniformly elliptic problems. Assume now that in addition to the previous conditions, given in §7, on F(P, p, q) we assume that there exists a positive constant p. such that for all (x, y) GO, and all (¿>, q)
